Product: DLR/A 4.8.1.1 DALI-Light Controller, 4fold, 8 Groups, SM

Type: DLR/A 4.8.1.1

Current application program: Control Dim Groups 4f DALI/1.4b

Software-Information

to: Control Dim Groups 4f DALI/1.4b
from: 06/2015

1. General

Editorial modifications, text correction in different languages.
Otherwise, no technical modification in function.

Software-Information

to: Control Dim Groups 4f DALI/1.4a
from: 12/2013

1. General

The application is now available in 8 languages.
(German, English, French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Dutch, Polish)

Software-Information

to: Control Dim Groups 4f DALI/1.4
from: 03/2013

It is possible to convert old ETS-Project with DLR/A 4.8.1.1 to the new application V1.4. The adjusted characteristics for the lighting control, the group and scene mappings are kept with conversion. A factor of daylight compensation adjusted manually via software-tool is lost by download and has to be entered again.

Optimised features:

- A new DALI device without any DALI short address, get together with the short address the scene and group assignments of these devices.
- KNX default will registered only if it is longer than 7 ms.
- Object status in DALI Tool are updated without an address assignment.
- Increase stability against interferences on DALI. (If two different DALI fault happen in the 5 time telegram repetition the Gateway did not stop his work)
Software Information

Software-Information

to: Control Dim Groups 4f DALI/1.3
from: 12/2012

Application program at start time of market launch